FORCE FIELD OF TETRAFLUOROBORATE ANION FOR MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION: A NEW APPROACH
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Design of new electrical energy storage devices including supercapacitors as well as an optimization of existing ones require not only new electrolytes, but also the deep and complete understanding of the processes occurring in the electrolyte solutions. Spectral techniques and classical molecular dynamics simulation (MDS) have gained a reputation as a reliable tool for such tasks. The starting point of any MDS is a choice or development of the force fields for all simulated particles. The combination of vibrational spectroscopy and molecular dynamics technique can provide a thorough understanding of the structure and dynamics of the ionic subsystem. In this connection, the reproduction of the vibrational spectra should be added to the requirements for the force fields of the most common electrolyte components.

Many modern supercapacitors are based on organic electrolytes consisting of non-aqueous aprotic solvents such as acetonitrile, propylene carbonate and γ-butyrolactone and quaternary ammonium salts with tetrafluoroborate and hexafluorophosphate as anions.

The purpose of the current work is to develop a new force field for tetrafluoroborate anion (BF$_4^-$) able to reproduce not only translational diffusion in acetonitrile medium, but also the spectral properties of this ion in a condensed phase. Since found in the literature force fields of BF$_4^-$ cannot satisfy these requirements, there were performed intensive quantum chemical calculations of BF$_4^-$ at the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory to construct the potential energy surface with respect to the B-F bonds and F-B-F angles followed by evaluating corresponding intramolecular potential constants. Combining the obtained bond and angle force constants with partial charges on B and F atoms calculated at the same level of theory, and literature values of Lennard-Jones parameters, a new force field model for BF$_4^-$ anion was created. Based on the carried out MD simulations of the BF$_4^-$ ion in an infinitely diluted acetonitrile solution, it was proved that the obtained resulting model is capable to reproduce both transport and intra-ion vibrational properties of the tetrafluoroborate anion.
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Introduction

Rapid technology increase, necessity of finding an alternative to non-renewable resources stimulated the development of new devices for storing electric energy. Supercapacitors are one of such kind devices [1-2]. Supercapacitors have several advantages such as big power density, fast charging / discharging time, long lifetime etc. In the same time they have several ways to improve its technical characteristics first of all capacitance and service voltage. Capacity and power density depends on containing electrolyte [1], therefore deep understanding of undergoing processes in electrolyte medium and interaction mechanism between solution components are the keys to successful development of new, more effective devices.

Spectral methods have proven to be a reliable tool for studying ion-molecular systems [3-6], but, like many experimental methods, for a comprehensive understanding obtained result, they need to involve computational methods, such as classical molecular dynamics simulation (MDS) [7-8]. Therefore, the development of electrolyte component force fields capable of accurately reproducing spectral properties is an important task of modern electrochemistry. Being a component of a number of electrolytes for supercapacitors [1], tetrafluoroborate anion (BF$_4^-$) can be called one of the most priority candidates for developing such a force field.

A significant part of the manufactured supercapacitors offer devices with organic solvents, mainly with propylene carbonate or acetonitrile [1]. High demand for acetonitrile (AN) as a supercapacitor component is a reason of choice this substance as a solvent of investigated systems.
Based on the foregoing, the goal of this work was to create a model of the tetrafluoroborate anion force field, able to reproduce the spectral and dynamic properties of this ion in acetonitrile.

To achieve this goal, first we reviewed existing approaches to modeling tetrafluoroborate anion as a component of an electrolyte solution (Section 1). Since classical MD simulation requires an information about the equilibrium structure and atomic partial charges for any multiatomic particle, the corresponding parameters were obtained by quantum chemical calculations as well as the vibrational spectrum of BF$_4^-$ in vacuum (section 2). In the Section 3 the details of the MD simulations are described along with the results of simulation of BF$_4^-$ vibrational spectra for the most common models in the literature. Section 4 presents the results of the potential energy surface (PES) scanning of B-F bonds and the angles of F-B-F followed by evaluation of the corresponding intramolecular potential constants. Finally, in the section 5 the validation of the developed force field of tetrafluoroborate anion is presented based on the anion diffusion coefficient in the infinitely diluted acetonitrile solution.

1. Various approaches to modeling BF$_4^-$ in classical molecular dynamics modeling

Several approaches of modeling tetrafluoroborate anion were found in the literature: “coarse grain” (CG) models [9-11], polarizable models [9, 12], rigid models [13-16], all-atom soft models [17-26].

CG anion of tetrafluoroborate is one particle with a total mass of five atoms and the corresponding charge. The advantage of such models is a significant saving computational resources, which allows to compute larger systems and longer phase trajectories. On the other hand, within the framework of CG approach a detailed study of ionic subsystem structure on atomic level is impossible.

Polarizable models allow one to take into account various effects of electrostatic interaction, but the existence of several ways [12] of implementation does not give complete confidence in the use of this approach.

Rigid full-atomic models save computational resources due to fixed bond lengths and angle values and provide "atomic resolution" of the ionic subsystem study. In the same time, it is impossible to obtain vibrational spectra of tetrafluoroborate anion with restricted intraionic structure.

Based on the foregoing, within current investigation, we decided to use full-atom soft force field models of tetrafluoroborate as an approach able to completely solve the problems posed to us. As a result of our literature review, models ABS [25], Liu / Wu [23-24] and CL&P [26] identified as the most popular tetrafluoroborate force fields.

2. Quantum-chemical calculations of the optimal geometry, partial atomic charges, and the vibrational spectrum of BF$_4^-$ in a vacuum

All quantum chemical calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 09 [27] software package were performed at the M062X/6-311++G(d,p) level. The specific charges on the atoms were calculated by the Breneman ChelpG method [28].

As a result of quantum-chemical calculations of the tetrafluoroborate anion in vacuum, following equilibrium geometry parameters were obtained: the B-F bond length equal to 1.4092033966 Å, and the F-B-F angle equal to 109.47122063°. The correct tetrahedral form of the ion was set as the initial requirement for the results of quantum-chemical calculations. For boron and fluorine atoms the partial charges of +1.188568 and -0.5471420.4569 were evaluated.

The obtained vibrational modes, their expected intensities in the IR spectrum, as well as a description of the oscillations are given in table 1.

The data presented in table 1 are in good agreement with the literature [6].

3. Vibrational spectra for the most common models in the literature

Based on conducted literature review, next three force field models of the tetrafluoroborate anion were selected for spectral properties efficiency testing:

1) model of Andrade (Jones de Andrade), Boes (Elvis S. Böes) and Stassen (Hubert Stassen) [25], hereinafter referred to as ABS;
2) the Liu / Wu model, first proposed by Liu [23], and then refined by Wu in [24];
3) the model of Lopez (José N. Canongia Lopes) and Padua (Agílio A. H. Pádua) [26] hereinafter referred to as CL&P.
Table 1. BF₄⁻ vibrational modes obtained from quantum-chemical calculations at the level of M062X / 6-311++G (d, p).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order number</th>
<th>Oscillation frequency, cm⁻¹</th>
<th>Intensity in the IR spectrum, a.u.</th>
<th>Oscillation type</th>
<th>Oscillation involved atoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>347.19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Bending vibrations of the F-B-F angle, flattening the initial tetrahedral shape</td>
<td>The predominant participation of F-atoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>519.06</td>
<td>4.3772</td>
<td>Symmetric paired deformation vibrations of the F-B-F angle</td>
<td>Equal intensity of all participated atoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>519.06</td>
<td>4.3772</td>
<td>Asymmetric paired deformation vibrations of the F-B-F angle</td>
<td>Equal intensity of all participated atoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>519.06</td>
<td>4.3772</td>
<td>Asymmetric pair deformation (second pair of angles)</td>
<td>Equal intensity of all participated atoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>778.86</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Symmetric stretching vibrations of all F-B bonds</td>
<td>Only F-atoms oscillate, B-atom is practically motionless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1105.67</td>
<td>432.1875</td>
<td>Oscillations of B-atom inside a tetrahedron formed by F-atoms</td>
<td>Only B-atom vibrates, F-atoms are practically motionless</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ABS model is one of the very first soft full-atom tetrafluoroborate models. The purpose of discussed research was to create force fields for modeling of room temperature ionic liquids (RTIL) based on alkyl-imidazolium cations with tetrachloroaluminate and tetrafluoroborate anions as counterions. The AMBER [29] force field was used as the basis of the model, but since the AMBER force field is developed for modeling biological objects [29], it has no parameters of atoms untypical for biological field. The Lennard-Jones parameters of boron atom were taken from the more universal DREIDING force field [30], but parameters for fluorine atoms were taken AMBER [29]. Quantum chemical calculations were performed by GAMESS [31] program on the UHF / 6-31G (d) level of the theory; boron and fluorine atoms partial charges were set +0.8275 and -0.4569, respectively. Work of Andrade [25] was the first attempt to obtain interionic constants for B-F bonds and angles F-B-F of tetrafluoroborate anion using PES. This procedure was performed using the AMBER utilities. The ABS force field was used in a number of works [18-19, 22], and was even used as the basis for another model of the force field of the tetrafluoroborate anion - Liu / Wu.

The Liu / Wu model was also used in a number of studies [17, 20, 24] was first presented in [23], to improve the force fields of imidazolium based ionic liquids. The force field in the discussed article is similar to the tetrafluoroborate model of Andrade [25], namely the same forms of intramolecular and intermolecular potentials as well as AMBER [29] force field as source were used. Comparing to ABS model [25], the Liu / Wu model has different BF bond equilibrium value (it was taken from crystallographic data [32]), different level of quantum-chemical calculations (HF/6-31+G(d)), and therefore different atomic partial charge values (B +1.1504; F -0.5376). Lennard-Jones parameters, B-F bond potential constants, equilibrium value and potential constant of F-B-F were taken from ABS model [25] with rounding. Despite the author’s attention mostly was attracted to the cations, the advantage of Liu’s work [23] is presence of calculated vibrational spectra (using classical MD-simulation) and their comparison to experimental ones by vibrational frequencies.

Wu’s work [24] is devoted to improving the developed Liu’s force field [23] and investigation of various concentrations ionic liquids acetonitrile solutions. Compared to [23], the anion’s force field parameters are represented with greater accuracy and closer to [25] values.

The third discussed force field of tetrafluoroborate, CL&P, is well-known for ionic liquid force field development. This force field is a combination of the OPLS-AA [33] and AMBER [29] fields with further author’s modifications. Despite the fact that in a number of works [34-36] the authors themselves directly declare the tetrafluoroborate anion as a component of the simulated system and provide links to publications devoted to the development of the ionic liquids force fields [26, 37-39], the data for tetrafluoroborate force field parameters were found in supplementary information for [26] as DL_POLY [40] force field file. The values of σ and ε are equal to σ and ε from ABS [25] with rounding to the fourth decimal place.
the partial charges on the boron and fluorine atoms equal +0.96 and -0.49, respectively. As in all previously considered models, the F-B-F angle equilibrium value is 109.5° and B-F bond equilibrium value is 1.394 Å, but CL&P intermolecular potential constant values of bonds and angles are 1.3 times and 1.5 times larger respectively.

In current work we have tested the force field models described above with respect to their ability to reproduce spectral properties of discussed anion in classical molecular dynamics simulation.

All MD-simulations were performed using the GROMACS v5.3 software package [41-43] with an integration step equal to 0.5 fs.

Intermolecular interactions were calculated as a sum of short-range ($U_{SR}$) and long-range ($U_{Coulomb}$) interactions:

\[ U_{pot} = U_{SR} + U_{Coulomb} \]  

The particle-mesh Ewald (PME) summation was used to calculate the long-range electrostatic interactions [41].

The Lennard-Jones potential (2) were used to calculate short-range interactions. It can be written both in classical and A-B form:

\[ U_{LJ} = 4\epsilon_{ij} \left[ \left( \frac{\sigma_{ij}}{r_{ij}} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\sigma_{ij}}{r_{ij}} \right)^{6} \right] = A_{ij} - B_{ij} \left( \frac{\sigma_{ij}}{r_{ij}} \right)^{6}, \]  

where $\epsilon_{ij}$ is the depth of the energy well, and $\sigma_{ij}$ is the distance of zero interaction energy between the two particles, $A_{ij} = \sqrt{A_{ii} A_{jj}}$ and $B_{ij} = 4\epsilon_{ij}\sigma_{ij}^6$. The geometric mean for $A$ and $B$ was used as the combination rules: $A_{ij} = \sqrt{A_{ii} A_{jj}}$ and $B_{ij} = \sqrt{B_{ii} B_{jj}}$.

Intramolecular potentials for bonds and angles were calculated according to formulas (3) and (4), respectively:

\[ V_b(r_{ij}) = \frac{1}{2} K_r (r_{ij} - r_{0ij})^2, \]  
\[ V_a(\theta_{ijk}) = \frac{1}{2} K_\theta (\theta_{ijk} - \theta_{0ijk})^2, \]  

where $K_r$ is the intramolecular potential constant, $r_0$ is the bond length equilibrium value.

\[ V_a(\theta_{ijk}) = \frac{1}{2} K_\theta (\theta_{ijk} - \theta_{0ijk})^2, \]  

where $K_\theta$ is the intramolecular potential constant, $\theta_0$ is the angle equilibrium value. 1-4 interactions were disabled.

Intermolecular and intramolecular potential parameters of discussed force field models (ABS, Liu / Wu and CL&P) are given in tables 2 and 3, respectively.

The vibrational spectra were calculated in vacuum and in a solvent medium by Fourier transform (5) of the autocorrelation functions of linear atomic velocities

\[ S_v(\omega) = \int C_v(t) \cos(\omega t) dt, \]  

where $C_v$ is normalized autocorrelation function of the linear velocity of the particle center-of-mass.

| Table 2. | Lennard-Jones parameters and partial charges of the ABS, Liu / Wu and CL&P models. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Force field | Atom | $\sigma$, nm | $\epsilon$, kJ/mol | $q_i$ |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| ABS | B | 0.35814 | 0.39748 | +0.8275 |
| | F | 0.31181 | 0.25522 | -0.4569 |
| Liu/Wu | B | 0.35814 | 0.3975 | +1.1504 |
| | F | 0.31181 | 0.2552 | -0.5376 |
| CL&P | B | 0.358 | 0.3975 | +0.96 |
| | F | 0.312 | 0.2552 | -0.49 |

<p>| Table 3. | Intramolecular potential parameters of the ABS, Liu / Wu and CL&amp;P models. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force field</th>
<th>$K_r$, kJ·mol⁻¹·nm⁻²</th>
<th>$r_0$, nm</th>
<th>$K_\theta$, kJ·mol⁻¹·rad⁻²</th>
<th>$\theta_0$, degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>242672</td>
<td>0.1393</td>
<td>418.4</td>
<td>109.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu/Wu</td>
<td>242680</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>418.4</td>
<td>109.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL&amp;P</td>
<td>323500</td>
<td>0.1394</td>
<td>669.5</td>
<td>109.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All classical molecular dynamics simulations in a solvent medium were performed in *NPT* ensemble. Velocity rescaling thermostat [44] was used to maintain a constant temperature with $T = 298.15$K and the time constant value of $0.1$ ps. The pressure was kept equal to 1 atm using a Berendsen barostat [45] with the time constant of 10 ps. The simulated system consisted of one BF$_4^-$ ion and 500 AN molecules. Acetonitrile force field model of Koverga [46] was chosen for all MD simulations. Each simulated systems underwent through the following stages: energy minimization, thermodynamic equilibration (1 ns) and calculating properties (1 ns).

All molecular dynamics simulations in vacuum were performed in *NVT* ensemble with the volume of the simulated cubic cell equal to 100 nm$^3$.

Obtained vibrational spectra for the ABS, Liu / Wu, and CL&P models are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

**Figure 1.** Vibrational spectra of tetrafluoroborate anion in solvent (red) and vacuum (black) medium obtained by molecular dynamics modeling for the systems contained the ABS model.

**Figure 2.** Vibrational spectra of tetrafluoroborate anion in solvent (red) and vacuum (black) medium obtained by molecular dynamics modeling for the systems contained the Liu / Wu model.

Based on the presented results (see Fig. 1-3), for all models, vibrational modes positions in vacuum and in solvent are almost the same. Placing the ion into solvent medium simplifies the vibrational spectrum, namely three distinct pics in vacuum convert into one broad peak in acetonitrile accompa-
nied by the shift of its position of ~ 5-10 cm\(^{-1}\) towards the long wave length range comparing to the central one in vacuum. This behavior occurs for all solvent spectra of all calculated models. Therefore for saving computational resources all further calculations of vibrational spectra by MD simulation were carried out in vacuum taking into account that the positions of triple peaks in the range of 600-700 cm\(^{-1}\) were represented by one middle peak.

Figure 3. Vibrational spectra of tetrafluoroborate anion in solvent (red) and vacuum (black) medium obtained by molecular dynamics modeling for the systems contained the CL&P model.

On presented spectra (see Fig. 1-3) there are oscillations in the low-frequency region (0-100cm\(^{-1}\)) corresponding to inhibited translations and librations. The presence of such oscillations proves correct methodology of the molecular dynamics simulation.

The good convergence of the ABS and Liu / Wu models vibration frequencies is explained by the similarity of the intramolecular potential constant values: Liu / Wu values [23-24] were taken from [25]. This fact confirms the primary influence of intramolecular potentials over intermolecular influences on vibrational spectra.

Both figures 1 and 2 have four modes: around 310 cm\(^{-1}\), 360 cm\(^{-1}\), 600 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1200 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. These vibrational modes can be assigned to the modes from the table 1: 347.19 cm\(^{-1}\), 519.06 cm\(^{-1}\), 778.86 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1105.67 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. Based on given values, all modes of the Liu/Wu and ABS models show lower frequencies comparing to results of quantum chemical calculations for all modes except the last one (1200 cm\(^{-1}\)). Frequency values obtained for CL&P force field model (figure 3) are closer to table 1 values: around 400 cm\(^{-1}\), 450 cm\(^{-1}\), 700 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1200 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. Comparing to Liu/Wu and ABS models the CL&P molecular dynamics spectrum has the same value of the last frequency mode (the forth one) but higher and therefore closer to quantum spectrum (see table 1) values.

Summarizing the results mentioned above, one can conclude that the ability of literature force field models [23-26] to reproduce vibrational spectrum of tetrafluoroborate by classical molecular dynamics simulation is quite questionable. Despite CL&P model is more effective than Liu/Wu and ABS, none of chosen force field are able to fully reproduce ion spectrum.

4. Scanning the surface of the potential binding energy of energy of the B-F bond and F-B-F angle

As it was shown previously, intramolecular potentials make the main contribution to the vibrational spectra, and none of discussed literature force field models can fully reproduce the vibrational spectra of tetrafluoroborate, it was decided to scan the potential energy of B-F bonds and F-B-F angles to obtain intrinsic molecular potentials of their own. Three methods of scanning potential energy were selected: 1) scanning with additional optimization of geometry (hereinafter, designate them as PES-1); 2) scanning without additional optimization of geometry (hereinafter, designate them as PES-2);
3) scanning without further optimization over four B-F bonds and two vertical F-B-F angles (hereinafter, we denote them as PES-3). All the quantum chemical calculations were carried out using the same level of theory as described in the Section 2.

The last method (PES-3) was used due to two reasons. First, it was an attempt to solve the problems with a drop-down point during the bond / angle scanning for highly symmetric molecules. Second, based on the table 1 the vibration III is a symmetric vibration of all four B-F bonds and there are no single or asymmetric vibrations of the B-F bonds. In this connection, for a better representation of vibration III, it is necessary to analyze the simultaneous symmetric vibration of all four B-F bonds. Figures 4 and 5 show the results of applying PES-1, PES-2, PES-3 to scan the energy profile for the B-F bond and the F-B-F angle, respectively, as well as the results of approximating the obtained dependences by the formulas (3) and (4).

Figures 4 and 5 demonstrates that equations (3) and (4) describes well obtained PES-1, PES-2, PES-3 dependences. All three methods show similar function behavior in the region near to the optimum and geometric parameters values close to the corresponding optimal geometry as well.

The values obtained during PES-1, PES-2 and PES-3 were approximated by the next equation:

\[ y = \frac{1}{2} K (x - x_0)^2 + c, \]  

where \( c \) is a constant guaranteeing a zero value of the potential at the optimum point; \( K \) is \( K_r \) or \( K_\theta \); \( x \) is \( r \) or \( \theta \); \( x_0 \) is \( r_0 \) or \( \theta_0 \) for (3) or (4), respectively. The constants values obtained during the approximation, as well as their errors, are given in tables 5 and 6.

![Figure 4. Energy profile of B-F bond energy according to the PES-1, PES-2 and PES-3 methods](image)

![Figure 5. Energy profile of the F-B-F angle according to the methods PES-1, PES-2 and PES-3.](image)
As expected, the values of $C$ constants are negligible (tables 5 and 6), that indicates the methodological correctness of the applied procedure.

Obtained sets of the intramolecular potential parameters (tables 5 and 6) were used to test their effectiveness in reproducing the vibrational spectrum of the tetrafluoroborate anion in MD simulation. Liu/Wu force field model was chosen for this purpose. The calculation was carried out in vacuum according to the procedure described above. The results of the MD simulation of the vibrational spectra of $\text{BF}_4^-$ anion with the intramolecular potentials based on PES-1, PES-2 and PES-3 approaches are presented in Figure 6.

**Table 5.** Approximation results of PES-1, PES-2, and PES-3 data for B-F bond of $\text{BF}_4^-$ anion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>PES-1</th>
<th>PES-2</th>
<th>PES-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_r$, kJ·mol$^{-1}$·nm$^{-2}$</td>
<td>231000 ± 2000</td>
<td>271000 ± 1000</td>
<td>389000 ± 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_0$, nm</td>
<td>0.14040 ± 0.00001</td>
<td>0.141200 ± 0.000006</td>
<td>0.141000 ± 0.000004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-0.003 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.001 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.** Approximation results of PES-1, PES-2, and PES-3 data for F-B-F angle of $\text{BF}_4^-$ anion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>PES-1</th>
<th>PES-2</th>
<th>PES-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_\theta$, kJ·mol$^{-1}$·rad$^{-2}$</td>
<td>766 ± 7</td>
<td>1145.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>1074 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_0$, degree</td>
<td>109.47 ± 0.01</td>
<td>109.5095 ± 0.0007</td>
<td>109.4865 ± 0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-0.0017 ± 0.0009</td>
<td>-0.002 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.** Molecular dynamics vibrational spectra of the $\text{BF}_4^-$ anion with intramolecular potentials based on PES-1 (red), PES-2 (blue) and PES-3 (green) and the frequencies of vibrational modes (grey vertical lines) from Table 1.

Observation of the figure 6 allows one to conclude that the PES-3 shows the best result for oscillation III (Table 1). PES-2 and PES-3 describe well oscillation II, and the results of PES-1 are equidistant from oscillations I and II. The task of reproducing vibration IV was not posed, since the tetrahedral form of $\text{BF}_4^-$ is preserved for this vibration.

Because none of the used methods can provide the intramolecular potentials parameters able to completely reproducing of the vibrational spectrum of the $\text{BF}_4^-$ anion, it was decided to use obtained values (see tables 5 and 6) as a starting point for adjusting procedure allowing to evaluate the intramolecular parameters able to show the best agreement between the vibrational spectra from molecular dynamics simulations and quantum chemical calculations. The adjusting procedure consisted of a multidimensional analysis of the intramolecular potential to determine the values of $K_r$ and $K_\theta$, which give the best possible pick locations. The values of partial atomic charges and Lennard-Jones potentials were not used in this analysis because of the insignificant effect of intermolecular interactions on the vibrational spectrum of $\text{BF}_4^-$ as compare with intramolecular potentials (see section 3). Despite the fact that the equilibrium values of bonds and angles belong to intramolecular parameters, they were also not used as tunable parameters because of the importance of keeping the equilibrium geometry of the anion equal to that obtained in quantum calculations (see section 1). As a result, the values of
$K_r = 410000$ kJ mol$^{-1}$ nm$^{-2}$, $K_\theta = 710$ kJ mol$^{-1}$ rad$^{-2}$ were obtained. All other parameters of the force field for the BF$_4^-$ anion were adopted as follows. Equilibrium geometry parameters of the tetrafluoroborate anion ($r$(B-F) = 0.14092033966 nm and $\theta$(F-B-F) = 109.47122063°) were calculated in section 2, as well as partial atomic charges ($q$(B) = +1.88568, $q$(F) = -0.547142). Lennard Jones parameters were taken from Liu/Wu model [23-24] ($\sigma$(B) = 0.35814 nm, $\sigma$(F) = 0.31181 nm; $\varepsilon$(B) = 0.3975 kJ mol$^{-1}$, $\varepsilon$(F) = 0.2552 kJ mol$^{-1}$).

The vibrational spectrum of BF$_4^-$ in vacuum obtained by MD simulation based on the final force field is shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7](image_url)

Figure 7. Molecular dynamics vibrational spectra of the developed force field (pink lines) and the frequencies of vibrational modes (grey vertical lines) from Table 1.

Figure 7 demonstrates that the developed force field allows to reproduce the vibrational mode III as well as to achieve the equidistant position of the vibration frequencies for modes I and II.

5. Validation of the developed force field by the diffusion coefficient of the tetrafluoroborate ion

Force field model of ion as a component of electrolyte solution requires not only good representation of vibrational spectra, but also good representation of dynamic properties, such as the diffusion coefficient.

In the current work, the diffusion coefficient, $D$, was calculated by two methods: via the mean square displacement

$$\lim_{t \to \infty} \left\langle (r(0) - r(t))^2 \right\rangle = 6Dt$$

(7)

and the Green-Kubo formula

$$D = \frac{1}{3} \int_0^\infty C_{vv}(t) dt.$$  

(8)

Validation of ionic diffusion coefficient requires previous validation of solvent diffusion coefficient because the solvent as a medium has a huge influence on the dynamic properties of containing ions [47]. For this purpose, 5 independent geometries (called “seeds”) of 500 acetonitrile systems were generated using standard GROMACS utilities. Each system underwent such stages as: energy minimization, thermodynamic equilibration (1 ns) and properties calculation (1 ns). All simulations were carried out in NPT ensemble with the settings described above.

Figure 8 presents the obtained time dependences of the autocorrelation function of the linear velocity of acetonitrile molecules.

Figure 9 shows the obtained time dependences of the mean square displacement of acetonitrile molecules. To calculate the diffusion coefficient by formula (7), curves section from 50 to 150 ps were used.
Figure 8. Time dependences of the autocorrelation function of the linear velocity of acetonitrile molecules.

Figure 9. The obtained time dependences of the mean square displacement of acetonitrile molecules.

The results of calculating the diffusion coefficient of acetonitrile according to the Einstein equation (7) and the Green-Kubo formula (8) are shown in table 6.

Table 6. The calculated values of the diffusion coefficient of acetonitrile (500 molecules) by the Einstein equation (7), $D_{\text{msd}}$, and the Green-Kubo formula (8), $D_{\text{Cvv}}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System number</th>
<th>$D_{\text{msd}}, 10^{-9}$ m$^2$·s$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$D_{\text{Cvv}}, 10^{-9}$ m$^2$·s$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average value</td>
<td>3.90 ± 0.04</td>
<td>3.88 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The obtained average value of the acetonitrile diffusion coefficient $3.89 \cdot 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ (table 6) is slightly different from that claimed by the authors $4.03 \cdot 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ [46]. The experimental values are in a rather wide range: $4.04 \cdot 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ [48], $4.28 \cdot 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ [49], $4.31 \cdot 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ [50], $4.34 \cdot 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ [51], $4.37 \cdot 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ [52], $4.85 \cdot 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ [53], $4.9 \cdot 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ [54], $5.10 \cdot 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ [55].

$4.5 \pm 0.3 \cdot 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ was considered as the average experimental value of acetonitrile diffusion coefficient. Experimental value in 1.17 ($4.5 / 3.89 = 1.17$) times higher compared to calculated value, therefore 1.17 was used as correction factor for further calculation of ionic diffusion as it was proposed early at the same circumstances [47].

The procedure of diffusion coefficient calculation for $\text{BF}_4^-$ was identical to the solvent’s one. The simulated system for this simulations included 1 ion and 500 solvent molecules.

Figure 10 presents the obtained time dependences of the autocorrelation function of the linear velocity of $\text{BF}_4^-$. Figure 11 shows the obtained time dependences of the mean square displacement of $\text{BF}_4^-$. 

**Figure 10.** The obtained time dependences of the autocorrelation function of the linear velocity of $\text{BF}_4^-$.  

**Figure 11.** The obtained time dependences of the mean square displacement of the tetrafluoroborate anion.
The results of calculating the diffusion coefficient of BF$_4^-$ according to the Einstein equation and the Green-Kubo formula (7) are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. The calculated values of the diffusion coefficient of BF$_4^-$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System number</th>
<th>$D_{msd}$, $10^{-9}$ m$^2$·s$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$D_{Cvv}$, $10^{-9}$ m$^2$·s$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.2646</td>
<td>2.31722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.3602</td>
<td>2.38136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.2869</td>
<td>2.29397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.2812</td>
<td>2.30667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.2010</td>
<td>2.35999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average value</td>
<td>$2.28 \pm 0.07$</td>
<td>$2.33 \pm 0.05$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it follows from the table 7, the average calculated value of BF$_4^-$ diffusion coefficient in infinitely diluted acetonitrile is $2.30 \cdot 10^{-9}$ m$^2$·s$^{-1}$. Taking into account the correction factor of 1.17 for solvent diffusion, the obtained diffusion coefficient of the BF$_4^-$ anion can be estimated as $2.69 \cdot 10^{-9}$ m$^2$·s$^{-1}$.

An experimental value of an ion diffusion coefficient can be calculated from the limiting ionic conductivity of an ion by using the Nernst-Einstein equation

$$D_i = \frac{RT}{z_i^2 F^2 \Lambda_{m,i}^0},$$

(9)

where $z_i$ is the charge of an ion, $\Lambda_{m,i}^0$ is the molar limiting ionic conductivity of an ion at infinite dilution.

Taking the limiting ionic conductivity of the BF$_4^-$ anion equal to 107.48 Sm·cm$^2$·mol$^{-1}$ [56], the value of BF$_4^-$ diffusion coefficient was estimated as $2.87 \cdot 10^{-9}$ m$^2$·s$^{-1}$. This means that the developed force field of BF$_4^-$ is able to reproduce experimental diffusion coefficient of the anion in AN medium within the relative error of 6.3%.

Conclusions

Development of new supercapacitors and improving the existing ones requires thorough investigation of processes occurring in an electrolyte solution. Combination of spectral methods with molecular dynamics simulation can become a reliable tool for solving this kind of tasks.

This work is devoted to the development of BF$_4^-$ force field able to reproduce not only the dynamic, but also the spectral properties of the ion in acetonitrile media.

As a thorough literature review of BF$_4^-$ force field models, three models were chosen for further research: Liu/Wu [23-24], ABS [25] and CL&P [26]. Discussed force fields for classical molecular dynamics simulations of the anion in both vacuum and solvent medium. There is no significant difference between BF$_4^-$ spectra in vacuum and solvent medium was revealed, which indicates the prevalence of intra-molecular potentials over inter-molecular potentials in their influence on the vibrational spectrum. Since all discussed force fields are not able to reproduce spectral properties of the ion with required accuracy, the potential energy surface scanning (PES) of bonds B-F and angles F-B-F were applied by using quantum chemical calculations at the M062X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.

Three different techniques of PES generation gave three different sets of intramolecular parameters. To check these parameters, additional quantum chemical calculations of BF$_4^-$ at the M062X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory were carried out to evaluate the atomic partial charges and equilibrium geometry. Then, taking into account the Lennard Jones potential parameters from Liu/Wu [23-24] model we have tested new sets of the intramolecular parameters in classical molecular dynamics simulation. Despite all obtained spectra of PES-generated force fields are not able to fully reproduce spectrum of BF$_4^-$, revealed tendencies of the intramolecular potentials influences on specific bands of the vibrational spectrum. The intermolecular parameters obtained from the PES analysis were used as starting point for their next generation. In addition, revealed relationship between the changes of the intramolecular constant values and the shift of the corresponding vibrational frequencies were used as a guide in multidimensional analysis of the intramolecular parameters. This allowed us to develop a new force field for the BF$_4^-$ anion with the best possible spectrum reproduction within the framework of classical molecular dynamics modeling.
The final BF₄⁻ force field model were developed as a force field model of the electrolyte solution component, therefore reproduction of ionic diffusion properties is as important as reproduction of vibrational spectrum. For this purpose, the difference between diffusion coefficient of Koverga acetonitrile [46] and experimental value was calculated, and further this information were took during the validation of BF₄⁻ diffusion. The relative error of the final BF₄⁻ force field diffusion coefficient is 6.3%.
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И.С. Вовчинский, О.Н. Калугин. Силовое поле аниона тетрафторобората для молекулярно-динамического моделирования: новый подход.

Харьковский национальный университет имени В.Н. Каразина, химический факультет, кафедра неорганической химии, пл. Свободы, 4, Харьков, 61022, Украина

Разработка новых устройств накопления электрической энергии, включая суперконденсаторы, а также оптимизация существующих, требуют не только новых электролитов, но и глубокого и полного понимания процессов, происходящих в растворах электролитов. Спектральные методы и классическое молекулярно-динамическое моделирование (МДМ) завоевали репутацию надежного инструмента для решения таких задач. Отправной точкой любого МДМ является выбор или разработка силовых полей для всех моделируемых частиц. Сочетание методов колебательной спектроскопии и молекулярной динамики может обеспечить глубокое понимание структуры и динамики ионной подсистемы. В связи с этим к воспроизведению колебательных спектров должно быть включено в требования к силовым полям наиболее распространенных компонентов электролита.

Многие из современных суперконденсаторов основаны на органических электролитах, состоящих из неводных аprotонных растворителей, таких как ацетонитрил, пропиленкарбонат, γ-бутиролактон и соли четвертичного аммония с тетрафторборатом и гексафторфосфатом в качестве анионов.

Целью настоящей работы является разработка нового силового поля для тетрафторборат-аниона (BF\(_4^-\)), способного воспроизводить не только поступательную диффузию в среде ацетонитрила, но и спектральные свойства этого иона в конденсированной фазе. Поскольку найденные в литературе силовые поля BF\(_4^-\) не удовлетворяют этим требованиям, были проведены интенсивные квантово-химические расчеты BF\(_4^-\) на уровне теории M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) для построения поверхности потенциальной энергии, относительно связей B–F и углов F–B–F с последующей оценкой соответствующих констант внутримолекулярных потенциалов. Объединения полученные силовые константы связей и углов с частичными зарядами на атомах B и F, рассчитанными на том же уровне теории, и литературными значениями параметров потенциала Ленарда-Джонса, была создана новая модель силового поля для аниона BF\(_4^-\). На основании проведенного МД-
І.С. Вовчинський, О.М. Капун. Силове поле аниону тетрафторборату для молекулярно-динамічного моделювання: новий підхід.

Харківський національний університет імені В.Н. Каразіна, хімічний факультет, кафедра неорганічної хімії, майдан Свободи, 4, Харків, 61022, Україна

Розробка нових пристроїв накопичення електричної енергії, включаючи суперконденсатори, а також оптимізація існуючих вимагають, не тільки нових електролітів, а й глибокого та повного розуміння процесів, що відбуваються в розчинах електролітів. Спектральні методи і класичне молекулярно-динамічне моделювання (МДМ) завоювали репутацію надійного інструменту для вирішення таких завдань. Відповідно точністю будь-якого МДМ є вибір або розробка силових полів для всіх модельованих частинок. Поєднання методів коливальної спектроскопії і молекулярної динаміки може забезпечити глибоке розуміння структури та динаміки іонної підсистеми. У зв'язку з цим до відтворення коливальних спектрів має бути включено в вимоги до силових полях найбільш поширених компонентів електроліту.

Багато хто з сучасних суперконденсаторів засновані на органічних електролітах, що складаються з наведених апротонних розчинників, таких як ацетонітрил, пропіленкарбонат, γ-бутіролактон і солі четвертинного амонію з тетрафторборатом і гексафторфосфатом в якості аніонів.

Метою цієї роботи є розробка нового силового поля для тетрафторборат-аніону (BF_4^-), здатного відтворювати не тільки поступальну дифузію в середовищі ацетонітрилу, але і спектральні властивості цього іона в конденсованій фазі. Оскільки знайдені в літературі силові поля BF_4^- не задовольняють цим вимогам, були проведенні інтенсивні квантово-хімічні розрахунки BF_4^- на рівні теорії M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) для побудови поверхні потенційної енергії, щодо зв'язків B–F і кутів F–B–F з подальшою оцінкою відповідних констант внутрішньо молекулярних потенціалів. Об'єднуючи отримані силові константи зв'язку і кута з частковими зарядами на атомах B і F, розрахованіми на тому ж рівні теорії, і літературними значеннями параметрів потенціалу Леннарда-Джонса, була створена нова модель силового поля для аніону BF_4^-.
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